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Abstract. This paper introduces a new application of Bollinger bands for
defect detection of patterned fabric. A literature review on previous de-
signed methods for patterned fabric defect detection will be depicted. For
data analysis, Bollinger bands are calculated based on standard devia-
tion and are originally used in the financial market as an oversold or
overbought indicator for stock. The Bollinger bands method is an effi-
cient, fast and shift-invariant approach, that can segment out the defec-
tive regions on the patterned fabric with clear and crystal clean images.
The new approach is immune of the alignment problem that often hap-
pens in previous methods. In this paper, the upper band and lower band
of Bollinger bands, which are sensitive to any subtle change in the input
data, have been developed for use to indicate the defective areas in
patterned fabric. The number of standard deviation and length of time of
Bollinger bands can be easily determined to obtain excellent detection
results. The proposed method has been evaluated on three different
patterned fabrics. In total, 165 defect-free and 171 defective images
have been used in the evaluation, where 98.59% accuracy on inspection
has been achieved. © 2006 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2345189�
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ture analysis.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, most inspections on weaving fabric are visually
conducted by workers. Repetitive work for inspection, re-
cording, and correction are needed every day and a large
labor force is involved for visual inspection. With the limi-
tations of human eyes, there are frequent mistakes during
such continuous work. From the point of view of cost-
effectiveness, automated fabric inspection can reduce the
labor cost and increase the accuracy of inspection. Auto-
mated fabric inspection machines have been developed but
they can only tackle the “unpatterned” fabric such as plain
and twill fabrics.1–3 There is no designed pattern on the
fabric surface. Many methods such as autoregressive
method,4 neural network,5–9 Fourier transform,10–13 Gabor
filters,14–18 wavelet transform,19–26 structural method,27 and
some spatial and spectral approaches28 have been devel-
oped for them. Most detection success rates of these meth-
ods can reach over 95%. In fact, as Puig29 mentioned, no
specific method has proved to be superior in texture detec-
tion. The previous methods above were implemented
mainly on unpatterned fabric like plain and twill fabric.
However, only a few researchers have focused on patterned
fabric inspection. There is much room for researchers to
explore different approaches on dealing with patterned fab-
ric. Our research aims to segment out the defects from pat-
terned fabric background and achieve a higher accuracy of
defect detection on patterned fabric.

The word “patterned” has a special meaning in fabric.
0091-3286/2006/$22.00 © 2006 SPIE
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he patterned fabric is defined as fabric with repetitive ba-
ic units in its design. Under the class of patterned fabric,
here are still many categories. The pattern unit can range
rom the simplest charter boxes �repetitive pattern� and
ots, to the most complicated multiple flowers, animals, or
esigned patterns �complex pattern�. Figure 1 briefly illus-
rates on the classification of fabrics.
Fig. 1 Classification of fabric.
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Ngan and Pang: Novel method for patterned fabric inspection¼
This paper describes an effective and efficient method to
detect defects on patterned fabric. Because this is a rela-
tively new topic and there are lots of patterned fabrics on
the market, this research has focused on some simpler pat-
terns. To illustrate the usefulness of our developed method,
three different repetitive patterned fabric materials, the dot-
patterned, star-patterned, and box-patterned fabrics shown
in Fig. 2 have been used in the evaluation. A literature
review of prior patterned fabric inspection methods is given
in Sec. 2. Next, Bollinger bands �BB� for defect detection
are introduced in Sec. 3. The background and the interpre-
tation of BB applied to images are described. Then, de-
tailed evaluation based on the dot-patterned fabric is given
in Sec. 4. This is followed by more evaluation results based
on star-patterned and box-patterned fabrics in Sec. 5. A
summary with conclusions is delivered in Sec. 6.

2 Literature Review of Defect Detection Methods
on Patterned Fabrics

Most researchers have only focused on defect detection of
unpatterned fabric. The traditional methods for unpatterned
fabric inspection cannot be used on patterned fabric inspec-
tion. The yarn structures of patterned fabric are more com-
plex and much finer than unpatterned fabric so that defor-
mation or distortion in patterns �Fig. 1�a�� are often found
during the acquisition of images. Also, a certain amount of
shift in patterned fabric always happens in the input ac-
quired image. All these would highly increase the difficul-
ties on feature extraction and affect the feasibility to apply
the traditional methods such as the co-occurrence matrix
approach. Therefore, in the literature survey, only a few
research studies are found to be related to patterned fabric
inspection.

Li30 and Sandy31 have used a subtraction method, which
was previously applied in printed circuit boards �PCBs� by

Fig. 3 Two typical defective patterned images examples of misclas-
sification with threshold signatures of multiplication hash function
presented on defective patterned images �detected on horizontal

Fig. 2 Three patterned fabrics used in this paper: �a� dot-patterned,
�b� star-patterned, and �c� box-patterned.
and vertical sides�.
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hin and Harlow,32 for defect detection on lace, which is
ne kind of patterned fabric with a fine and sophisticated
attern of threads. This subtraction method is equivalent to
n EXCLUSIVE-OR operation. In detection, the testing lace
ample was subtracted by a prototype version of the same
attern while the repeat distance of the pattern on the test-
ng lace sample was found by autocorrelation. Thresholding
as then used and a neural network is used to detect and

lassify the different kinds of defects. This subtraction
ethod was classified as traditional, which is not the same

s the golden image subtraction method mentioned below.
he main weakness of this traditional subtraction method is

he alignment problem between the reference image and
est image. Costa et al.33 also admitted that pattern match-
ng is the most difficult part for the traditional image sub-
raction method on patterned fabric inspection. Thomas34

roposed to use the image block densitometric profile to
nalyze the mean value of every row or column in the test
mage for defect detection. This profile analysis method
as evaluated with simulated images and Thomas declared

he method could apply on the simple pattern only.
A similar idea using a hash function emerged from

aykal et al.35,36 on patterned texture because the checksum
ash function of Baykal is consistent with the image den-
itometric profile. Baykal developed four types of hash

Fig. 4 Dot-patterned jacquard fabric.
Fig. 5 �a� After histogram equalization. �b� A repetitive unit.
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Ngan and Pang: Novel method for patterned fabric inspection¼
functions and used them as a preprocessing step to enhance
the defects. The technique of the hash function is from
cryptography, which is used for encryption and decryption.
Any little changes that happened in data transmission will
be revealed by the hash function. In a preliminary investi-
gation of the Baykal method for patterned fabric defect
detection, the method seems too sensitive to small distor-
tion inherent in the pattern. Hence, the method may give

Fig. 6 Six types of defective histogram equalize
netting multiple, �e� thin bar, �f� thick bar, �g� oil

Fig. 7 Upper, middle, and lower BBs for a sa
upper limit of the upper band is labeled as Umax

max
The upper limit of lower band is labeled as L and

Optical Engineering 087202-3
alse alarms and is not effective. Figure 3 shows some re-
ults when threshold is applied on the dot-patterned texture.

Bennamoun and Bodnarova37 applied six standard tech-
iques on unpatterned fabric defect detection and tried to
pply an optimized Gobar filter on jacquard fabric inspec-
ion. However, only two different jacquard samples, with
oles and smash flaws, respectively, were investigated un-
er their Gabor filtering techniques. The detection results in

es with �a� broken end, �b� holes, �c� knots, �d�
�h� oil weft, �i� loose pick, and �j� missing pick.

w from a reference image �n=40, d=2�. The
the lower limit of that band is labeled as Umin,k.

min,k
d imag
mple ro
,k and
,k
 the lower limit of that band is labeled as L .
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Ngan and Pang: Novel method for patterned fabric inspection¼
that paper showed parts of the defective regions on original
images, and there is no strong evidence that the Gabor filter
will be effective enough on other kinds of defects existing
in those two kinds of patterned jacquard fabric. Farooq
et al.38 developed a mechatronic methodology to detect lace
defects using a visual feedback approach. They claimed the
system could adjust image rotation, scale, and translation
parameters in a feedback control mode. After a carefully
done alignment process, both the reference image and the
test image would undergo a subtraction. Yet only three lace
samples were tested under their proposed method. Neither
of Bennamoun’s and Farooq’s methods on patterned fabric
inspection have been widely evaluated with enough
samples.

Fig. 8 Mesh diagrams of �a� overhead view, �
reference image �N1=40, d1=2�.

Fig. 9 Mesh diagrams of �a� overhead view,

reference image �N1=40, d1=2�.

Optical Engineering 087202-4
Ngan and Pang39 have developed a method of patterned
abric defect detection called the golden image subtraction
GIS� method, which is different from Sandy’s subtraction
ethod. The GIS method makes use of a golden image,
hich is larger than a repetitive unit, to carry out subtrac-

ions from the first pixel of the first row to the end of the
ast row for a test image. The golden image is similar to a
onvolution filter on the test image but performs the calcu-
ation of absolute mean of every subtraction in order to
enerate a GIS energy value. Then, the resultant matrix,
ith all energies from subtractions, will show periodic
aveforms from a reference patterned sample. The defect

egion of a defective image will give a subtle change in the
esultant matrix. However, not all types of defects can be

itudinal view for upper bands, on rows, of a

gitudinal view for lower bands, on rows, of a
b� long
�b� lon
August 2006/Vol. 45�8�
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Ngan and Pang: Novel method for patterned fabric inspection¼
successfully detected by the GIS method. The method is
most effective for holes and thick bars on patterned fabric
and an improved version of the GIS method has been de-
veloped with the use of wavelets for preprocessing.

Anagnostopoulos et al.40 suggested using a sliding win-
dow algorithm based on the standard deviation ratio be-
tween two concentric windows where one window is
bounded by the other inside another window during sliding
on the whole input image. Then, with the defect-free im-
ages, the standard derivation difference of near blocks
should be quite smooth. This sliding window concept is

Fig. 10 Mesh diagrams of �a� overhead view,
defective image with thin bar, same as Fig. 6�e

Fig. 11 Mesh diagrams of �a� overhead view,

defective image with thin bar, same as Fig. 6�e�. �N1=

Optical Engineering 087202-5
uite similar to the GIS method.39 Anagnostopoulos et al.
ave applied their algorithm on unpatterned woven plain
abric only, whereas our method has been developed for
atterned fabric inspection.

Ngan et al.41 have also developed a wavelet-based
ethod for patterned fabric defect detection, and it has

een evaluated on an image database of sixty patterned
abric samples. The wavelet transformed detailed subim-
ges are used for defect detection and the results have been
sed to compare with the wavelet preprocessed GIS
cheme. Yet small defects like small holes and loose pick

gitudinal view for upper bands, on rows, of a
40, d1=2�.

gitudinal view for lower bands, on rows, of a
�b� lon
�b� lon

40, d1=2�.
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Ngan and Pang: Novel method for patterned fabric inspection¼
have been difficult to detect. The BB method developed in
this paper has been shown to outperform the previous
methods for patterned fabric inspection.

This paper presents a new application of BB, and the
method will first be evaluated with a dot-patterned designed
fabric, which is shown in Fig. 4. A total of 230 images have
been used. Histogram equalization has been performed on
all images �e.g., Fig. 5� because the intensities of patterned
fabric images may not be even enough for later processes in
defect detection. Ten kinds of defects �broken end, holes,
knots, netting multiple, thick bar, thin bar, oil warp, oil
weft, loose pick and missing pick� as shown in Fig. 6 have
been used for the evaluation. So, an enhancement of con-
trast for an even histogram can be achieved by the use of
histogram equalization. All images for reference and testing
have 256�256 pixels in gray level scale. The BB method
in this paper is mainly for the gray scale images. MATLAB
�version 6.5� has been used to implement the developed
algorithm and to perform the evaluation. In Sec. 5, two
more patterned fabrics, star-patterned and box-patterned,
will be used for an extended evaluation.

3 BB Method for Patterned Fabric Defect
Detection

BBs were designed by John Bollinger42 in 1983 and have
been used for analyzing the trends in the stock markets. BB
consist of three bands: upper, middle, and lower. BBs, es-
pecially for upper and lower bands, can enhance the pattern
of a trend for a certain period. In other words, showing
periodicity is the strength of this tool. In this method, pat-
terned fabric can be considered as comprising many rows
�columns�, with a patterned design on each row �column�.
The principle of the BB method is that the patterned rows
�columns� will generate periodic upper and lower bands.
Any defective region in patterned fabric means that there
would be a break of periodicity in the pattern. By the defi-
nition of BBs, these little abnormal changes in that region
would lead to a prompt and huge variation in the standard
deviation. Therefore, there should be a remarkable change
in the upper band or lower band showing that significance.
Of course, a good detection result can be obtained with the
use of an appropriate bandwidth and period length in BBs.
The following parts will describe how the BBs can be ap-
plied for use in defect detection on patterned fabric.

3.1 The Formula of BBs

The formula of BBs used for defect detection is defined as
follows. For a particular row in an image of size pxq, the
middle band �moving average� is defined as

Mrn
=

��
j=r1

rn

xj�
n

, �1�

where n is an integer value denoting the length of period,
and xj is the pixel value. The summation is from r1�th pixel
to rn�th pixel with 1�r1�rn�q, where the upper band is

defined as

Optical Engineering 087202-6
rn
= Mrn

+ d · �rn
, �2�

nd the lower band is defined as

rn
= Mrn

− d · �rn
, �3�

here d denotes the number of standard deviation, and �rn
s defined as

rn
=
��

j=r1

rn

�xj − Mrn
�2

n
. �4�

he nominal values for n and d are 20 and 2, respectively.42

.2 Defect Detection Procedures on Patterned
Fabric Using BBs

or defect detection on patterned fabric, the application of
Bs is divided into two stages: training and testing. The

est dot-patterned jacquard fabric consists of a “repetitive
nit,” which is of size 15�25 pixels.

.2.1 Training stage
uppose there are w reference histogram equalized images
f size pxq.

Step 1. Apply BB on rows. For each row, use BB func-
ions, Eqs. �1� to �4�, to calculate the upper, middle, and
ower bands for rows of every input image. Let n=N1 be
he length of the period �with respect to the length of the
ow in the repetitive unit in Fig. 5�b�� and d=d1 be the
umber of standard deviation for BB on rows. An example
f upper, middle, and lower BBs for a sample row from the
rst reference image is shown in Fig. 7. Furthermore, mesh
iagrams �three-dimensional color diagram of matrix val-
es shown by MATLAB� of lower bands and upper bands, on
ows, of the first reference image �N1=40, d1=2� are given
n Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. These mesh diagrams show
eriodic waveforms for both lower and upper BBs.

�a� From Fig. 7, for the k�th row of the first reference
image R, the upper limit of the upper band chan-
nel is Umax,k and the lower limit is Umin,k. Then,
for all p rows in the first reference image, there
will be p upper limits of upper bands, namely as
	Umax,1 ,Umax,2 , . . . ,Umax,p
, and p lower limits of
lower bands in p rows, namely as
	Umin,1 ,Umin,2 , . . . ,Umin,p
.

�b� For the Rth reference image, the average of upper
limits is defined as Uavg max,R= �1/ p��i=1

p Umax,i.
The average of lower limits is defined as
Uavg min,R= �1/ p��i=1

p Umin,i.
�c� The final average value of w average upper limits

of the upper band is Umax
row = �1/w�� j=1

w Uavg max,j.
The final average value of w average lower limits
of the upper band is Umin

row= �1/w�� j=1
w Uavg min,j.

Hence, one set of threshold values of the upper
BB for rows is attained as Tupper

row = 	Umax
row ,Umin

row
.
�d� For the lower BB for rows, repeat the steps from

�a� to �c� and another set of threshold values will
row row row
be attained, Tlower= 	Lmax,Lmin
.

August 2006/Vol. 45�8�
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Ngan and Pang: Novel method for patterned fabric inspection¼
Step 2. Repeat the same procedures in Step 1 for BB on
columns. Let n=N2 be the length of period and d=d2 be
the standard deviation for applying BB on columns. Two
more sets of threshold values of upper and lower BBs for
columns are attained, Tupper

column= 	Umax
column ,Umin

column
 and
Tlower

column= 	Lmax
column ,Lmin

column
.

3.2.2 Testing stage
Suppose there is a histogram equalized test image �Fig.
6�e�� of size pxq.

Step 1. Apply BB on rows for the image. Using BB
functions, Eqs. �1� to �4�, to calculate the upper, middle,
and lower bands of the input image. Two examples of mesh
diagrams of lower bands and upper bands, on rows, of a
defective fabric image with thin bar �N1=40, d1=2� are
given in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. At some positions of
the defective regions, there are substantial and obvious
changes, especially from longitudinal views of diagram,
Figs. 10�b� and 11�b�. Then, we should threshold the upper
and lower bands for each image by threshold values from
the training stage and obtain FUB

row and FLB
row, respectively.

Lastly, we combine the thresholded results for upper and
lower BBs for the test image, Frow=FUB

row�FLB
row.

Step 2. Apply BB on columns on the image. Repeat the
procedures of Step 1.

Step 3. Combine the results of thresholded results of BB
on rows and columns F=Frow�Fcolumn. Determine whether

Fig. 12 The flowchart
the image is detected correctly. p

Optical Engineering 087202-7
.3 Discussion on Training for a Threshold
he threshold values for upper and lower BBs are deter-
ined by training several reference images. For a reference

mage, hills and troughs would appear on the mesh dia-
rams for both upper and lower BBs in Figs. 8 and 9. For
xample, for BBs applied on rows, the threshold matrix

upperband
row on upper bands can be achieved by

upperband
row = �fx,y� = �1 U�x,y� � Umin

row or U�x,y� � Umax
row ,

0 otherwise

�5�

here Tupper
row = 	Umax

row ,Umin
row
 is the threshold set for upper BB

n rows, U�x ,y� is the value at �x ,y� position from the
pper band matrix of the input image. A similar procedure
s carried out for the lower bands. A defective image would
how a subtle change after applying BB �e.g., Figs. 10 and
1�. Because defective regions may not be tracked by
hresholding on one particular band, there is a need to com-
ine the thresholded results of both upper and lower bands
hen BB are applied on rows. Then, the same approach for
B on columns is undergone. Finally, the detection results
re obtained from the combination of thresholded results
rom both rows and columns.

Detailed Evaluation based on Dot-Patterned
Fabric

.1 Detection Success Rate on 230 Images
summary of the procedures on the application of BBs is

on defect detection.
of BBs
resented in Fig. 12. A total of 230 samples �110 defect-

August 2006/Vol. 45�8�
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Ngan and Pang: Novel method for patterned fabric inspection¼
free images and 120 defective images� from 10 types of
defects of dot-patterned fabric have been tested in this sec-
tion. Each input image is of size 256�256 pixels in gray
level scale. The computer used for the evaluation in this
paper is Pentium 4, 1.8 GHz, 256 DDR RAM. The compu-
tation speed for each input image is 27.8 s when imple-
mented using MATLAB �version 6.5� and 0.47 s using VI-
SUAL C#. Hence, when implemented using the C

programming language, the developed method is fast
enough for real-time on-loom defect detection.

For row detection from BB, the period length �N� and
standard deviation �d� are 15 and 2, respectively. For col-
umn detection, the two values are 25 and 2. The parameter
N depends on the nature of the texture of the patterned
fabric that we have used in the evaluation. The values are
obtained by the use of autocorrelation of the fabric texture.
The size of a repetitive unit of the patterned fabric is then
determined, which is the parameter N in the paper. The
other parameter d is determined according to the original
suggestion in the equation by John Bollinger. In Sec. 4.3 of
this paper, the effect of varying the value of d is also pre-
sented. It has been found that the value of 2 should be used
as a nominal value of the method as in the original equation
of the method.

For evaluation, a defective image is considered as one
exceeding 50 white pixels out of 56 144 �0.089% of total
pixels�. The explanation follows. Two tables of statistical
detection results are given in Figs. 13 and 14. In the train-
ing stage, there are two distinguished sets of white pixels
emerging on the resultant images from the defect-free and
defective images. Most resultant images from defect-free
images emitted less than 30 white pixels. As shown in Fig.
13 at the testing stage for defect-free images, the mean is
11.6 white pixels, while that of defective images emitted
over 100 white pixels. As shown in Fig. 14 at the testing

Fig. 13 Statistical detection
Fig. 14 Statistical detection result

Optical Engineering 087202-8
tage for defective images, the minimum mean among all
efect classes is 119.17 over 56 144 pixels. If the range �0,
0� is allocated for defect-free images and the range �50,
6 144� is allocated for the defective images, then the range
30,50� is the tolerance region for defect-free images. How-
ver, for a more strict criterion, the boundary is set at 50.
he number of white pixels after thresholding is used to
etermine whether an input fabric image is defective or not.
he number of white pixels �50� is chosen as a heuristic
alue. It is based on a preliminary study of the BB method
n the dot-patterned jacquard fabric. Then, this value is
nce again confirmed in Sec. 4.1 and the two tables of Figs.
3 and 14. The same heuristic value is simply used when
arrying out the BB method for defect detection of star-
atterned and box-patterned fabrics. It has been found that
ll 110 defect-free images and 119 out of 120 defective
mages can be correctly detected after thresholding. The
etection success rate is 100% for defect-free images and
9.17% for defective images. Therefore, the overall detec-
ion success rate is 99.57%. The result is very satisfactory
nd encouraging for defect detection on this kind of dot-
atterned fabric. Some examples of those ten kinds of de-
ective images �broken end, holes, knots, netting multiple,
hick bar, thin bar, oil warp, oil weft, loose pick, and miss-
ng pick� are shown in Fig. 15.

.2 Effect Due to Variation of Period Length (N1,
N2)

et N1 and N2 be the period lengths used in the row and
olumn calculations of the BB equations. The number of
tandard deviation, d1 and d2, for BB on rows and columns
ave been fixed at 2. As the repetitive unit of the dot-
atterned jacquard fabric is of size 15�25, N1 and N2
ave been set as 15 and 25, respectively. In order to inves-
igate the variations of period length for BB in rows and

of 110 defect-free images.
results
s of 120 defective images.

August 2006/Vol. 45�8�
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Ngan and Pang: Novel method for patterned fabric inspection¼
columns, six other combinations of N1 and N2 are used.
Figure 16 gives the detection result of the seven combina-
tions of N1 and N2.

Detection results with N1�15 and N2�25 are similar
to the combinations 3 to 7. If N1 and N2 are set to be larger
than one period length on rows and columns, the results are
similar except for having denser outlined defective regions
and more noises. If the values of N1 and N2 are chosen to

Fig. 15 Ten typical examples of the 10 kinds o
N2=25, d2=2 in BB�.
be larger, the size of final thresholded image will be smaller d

Optical Engineering 087202-9
hen compared with smaller N1 and N2. Then, the defects
ear the border of the final thresholded image may be ne-
lected. For combinations 1 and 2, less white pixels are
etected in the selected defective samples of netting mul-
iple. Figure 17 illustrated the final thresholded defective
mages from combinations 1, 3, and 7. As a result, N1 �for
B on rows� for 15 and N2 �for BB on columns� for 25 are
hosen as the standard sizes for BB corresponding to the

tive images in testing set �N1=15, d1=2 and
f defec
imension of the repetitive unit of the dot-patterned fabric.

August 2006/Vol. 45�8�
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Ngan and Pang: Novel method for patterned fabric inspection¼
4.3 Effect Due to Variation on the Number of
Standard Deviation (d1, d2)

In this investigation, N1 and N2 have been fixed at the
standard combination 3 above. There are six combinations

Fig. 16 Number of white pixels found in final th
tion of N1 and N2 for detection using BBs. Com
in the dot-patterned fabric defect detection in th
Fig. 17 Detection results of different combina

Optical Engineering 087202-1
f d1 and d2 in this evaluation. First, by definitions of BB,
he processes of applying BB on rows and columns are
imilar. For simplicity, from the combinations 1 to 4, d1
nd d2 are set to be equivalent and tuned from 1, 2, and 3

defect-free and defective images under varia-
n 3* is the standard version of N1 and N2 used
atterned fabric.
reshold
binatio
is dot-p
tion of N1 and N2 by fixed d1 and d2.

August 2006/Vol. 45�8�0
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Ngan and Pang: Novel method for patterned fabric inspection¼
to 10. Then, the combinations 5 and 6 are used to test
different allocations on the number of standard deviation.
The results of detection are shown in Fig. 18. Three se-
lected detection results for defective images with netting in

Fig. 18 Number of white pixels found in final th
tion of d1 and d2 for detection using BBs. N1 an
standard version of d1 and d2 used in the dot-
fabric.
Fig. 19 Detection results of different combina

Optical Engineering 087202-1
ultiple combinations 1, 5, and 6 are given in Fig. 19. The
esults are very similar for a different number of standard
eviations. It coincides with the original definition on the
se of the number of standard deviations in BBs by John

defect-free and defective images under varia-
re fixed to be 15 and 25. Combination 2* is the
ed fabric defect detection in this dot-patterned
reshold
d N2 a

pattern
tion of d1 and d2 by fixed N1 and N2.

August 2006/Vol. 45�8�1
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Ngan and Pang: Novel method for patterned fabric inspection¼
Bollinger.42 The number of standard deviations is designed
for controlling the bandwidth, the distance between the up-
per and lower bands. Tuning the number of standard devia-
tions is expected to shift the location of bands so that it will
have little effect on the detection results. In this paper, the
number of standard deviations for d1 and d2 of BB are set
to two.

5 More Results Based on Star-Patterned and
Box-Patterned Fabric

There is a need to evaluate the effectiveness and feasibility
of the BB method on other kinds of patterned fabric. Fifty
images of a star-patterned fabric �25 defect-free and 25
defective samples� and 56 images of a box-patterned fabric
�30 defect-free and 26 defective samples� have been used in
an extended evaluation. Five classes of defects were chosen
as defective samples: broken end, holes, netting multiple,
thick bar, and thin bar.

The size of a repetitive unit for both fabrics are 25
�25 pixels. In the evaluation, the period lengths, N1 and
N2, are chosen as 40 �1.5 times of standard lengths� and
standard deviations d1 and d2, are chosen as 2 for row and
column detection of BB. In Sec. 4.2, the lengths of N1 and
N2 were shown to make the BB method perform well when
they exceeded the standard lengths of the rows or columns
of that repetitive unit. However, if the lengths of N1 and N2
were larger than two times the standard dimension, the size
of the resultant image would be downsized too much.
Hence, there is an advantage to confining the lengths of N1
and N2 to within 1 to 2 times of standard size. N1 and N2
were deliberatively selected as 1.5 times the standard
lengths in the star-patterned and box-patterned fabrics. This
is just to show the generalization ability of the BB method
in the extensive evaluation. The detection results have dem-
onstrated that the method is robust. Now, the size of the
resultant image after thresholding is 217�217, totaling
47 089 pixels. For classification, a resultant image that ex-

Fig. 20 Statistical detection result of defect-fre
patterned fabric.

Fig. 21 Statistical detection result of defect-fre

patterned fabric.
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eeds 50 white pixels out of 47 089 �0.106%� is considered
o be a defective image. For the star-patterned fabric, all 25
efect-free images were correctly detected and 24 out of 25
efective images have been correctly detected �Fig. 20�.
he overall detection success rate is 98%. For the box-
atterned fabric, all 30 defect-free images and 25 out of 26
efective images are correctly detected �Fig. 21�. The over-
ll detection success rate is 98.21%. Five typical examples
f five defect classes of star-patterned and box-patterned
abrics are shown in Fig. 22.

Summary and Conclusions
n this paper, a novel method of patterned fabric defect
etection based on BBs has been developed. The BB
ethod has achieved an average of 98.59% detection suc-

ess rate on three kinds of patterned fabric. Figure 23
hows the ratios of correctly detected and detection success
ates of three kinds of patterned fabric. The concept of the
oving average of BB has taken advantage of the charac-

eristic of patterned fabric that generates periodic signals on
ows and columns. By setting the parameters in the stan-
ard form, the method has already shown an excellent re-
ult as shown in Secs. 4 and 5.

The method of BBs on defect detection for repetitive
atterned fabric has been shown to be very robust and ef-
ective. The strength of BBs is that they can capture the
eriodicity of the patterned fabric. The BBs can effectively
eveal any variation or abnormal change in patterns. One
uperior point of BBs, when compared with other defect
etection methods, is its one-dimensional approach when
arrying out computations on the patterned fabric. The
engths of period �N1 and N2� of BB can be optimized
asily if it is selected larger than the period of a repetitive
nit. Besides, the two numbers of standard deviation �d1
nd d2� do not seem to affect very much on the detection
esults. The noises have only happened when very large
alues of period length �N1 and N2� are chosen. Next, the

defective images �total of 50 images� of star-

defective images �total of 56 images� of box-
e and
e and
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alignment problem between the reference image and test
image in traditional subtraction can be avoided in the BB
method, and it provides a practical advantage over the
needs of fine tuning of scale and orientation of pixel-based
comparison in Ref. 38 and the WGIS method in Ref. 41.
Furthermore, the finalized detected image can be easily ob-
tained and the thresholded images are crystal clean and
clear without the needs of any postprocessing steps, such as

35,38,39,41

Fig. 22 Five typical examples of five defect c
the use of a smoothing filter to remove noises. d

Optical Engineering 087202-1
ence, the BB method outperforms the previous methods
n patterned fabric inspection. Compared with other meth-
ds, the computation of the BB method is efficient and the
etection algorithm can be easily implemented.

Some weaknesses of BBs should be mentioned. First,
efects smaller than one repetitive unit may not be detected
y the BB method. In this preliminary stage of application
f the BB method, the detection is carried out with those

of star-patterned and box-patterned fabrics.
lasses
efects usually larger than one repetitive unit on these three

August 2006/Vol. 45�8�3
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types of patterned fabric. The defective images that have
not been detected as described in Fig. 23 are due to the
small size of defects. Besides, those defects with only color
differences from background, such as light-color-type oil
stains, may not be detected because the method of BB is
applied on the gray scaled images and not the RGB scaled
images. It is most sensitive to the cases with big contrast
between the defect region and background patterns. Lastly,
a minor problem is that the borders of patterned fabric are
neglected by definition of BB. However, it will not affect
much because the period length of the pattern is relatively
short compared to the width of fabric.
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